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Dust, crumbs and dirt tend to get kicked into the corners, which aren't always perfectly visible if the 

corners sit beneath toilets, cabinets, sofas or behind a table. By the time you notice the dirt, it may have 

built up to a thick layer of grime that is not easily removed. Getting into the corners and washing the soil 

from both the floor and the baseboard without damage regularly prevents them from developing a heavy 

dirt layer and makes the entire room look cleaner. 

Prevention Guidelines 

1. Dust mop/Sweep the entire area, pay special attention to the corners and edges. Use a small 

hand-held whisk broom (no sweeping while patient in room) to get into the corners if a 

standard broom is too large. Alternatively, use a vacuum baseboard attachment to get grime and 

dust from the corners that has worked between the flooring and the baseboard. 

2. Use your preferred floor care cleaner (Renew 305). Saturate the corner and edges with this 

solution. 

3. Scrub the corner with a grout and corner scrubber. Use the brush to access the tight corner and 

along the seam where the baseboard meets the floor. 

4. Use the putty knife pulled up excess dirt and grime between the baseboards and floor beds. Wipe 

the excess dirt/grime with a damp microfiber mop. Inspect the area for remaining dirt and scrub a 

second time if some remains. 

5. Mop the rest of the area after the corners and edges are clean, using your preferred floor cleaner. 

Do not use BruTab or KBQ 256 to clean the floors. Allow time for the floor corners and edges 

to dry. 

Things You Will Need 

 Putty knife 

 Whisk broom 

 Vacuum optional 

 Renew 305 

 Grout and corner scrubber 

 Microfiber mops and cloths 

 Wet floor sign 

Tip 

 Dust mopping/Sweeping or vacuuming the baseboards and corners of the room daily prevents dirt from 

accumulating in room corners. 

Warning for Floor Finish 

 Avoid harsh abrasive cleaners and brushes, because these can scratch floor tiles and baseboards. 
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1. Gather Materials                         2.Dust Mop Area                             3. Sweep Area 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Wet with Renew 305           5. Aggressively Agitate Baseboard            6. Use Corner Scrubber  

 

 

 

 

 

7. Use Edge Scrubber     8. Use Putty Knife on Edge              9. Mop the Area 

 

 

 

 

 

 

**Never Use KBQ or BruTab** 

    


